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1. Introduction
Blackboard is leading EdTech company and a popular and widely used collaborative learning platform in many of
the HEIs who participated in this research. For HEIs using the platform, Blackboard can be accessed through the
school or university website. Blackboard also has a mobile app which many HEIs reported as popular amongst
students and teachers. The platform is primarily used for teaching and storing module content such as documents
and other files. It can also be used for examinations, setting quizzes, as a chatroom function and student
interaction in a variety of other virtual learning spaces. In addition, there are multiple plug-ins available, one of
the most popular being Blackboard Collaborate Ultra which allows virtual classrooms to be established for
teaching. Blackboard is currently one of the most well established collaborative learning platforms and is used by
many schools, universities and other organisations worldwide.

Blackboard as accessed through the South East Technological University main website
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2. Testing and evaluation of the tool
As mentioned in the previous section, Blackboard is one of the most popular and widely used learning platforms
amongst the HEIs we spoke with as part of the ACADFIGIA Project. The platform is used worldwide, with
Blackboard experiencing an increased user base since many educational institutions resorted to fully online and
blended learning because of the COVID-19 pandemic. Blackboard is primarily used by HEIs but also has a user base
in the industry and other organisations that are interested in teaching, learning, and training. The platform has an
extremely rich feature set including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Storage of all class materials (documents, links, videos) organised in a modular fashion by class or module.
Many plug-ins for conducting classes, lectures, and tutorials. One example of a frequently used plug-in is
Blackboard Collaborate Ultra.
The ability for the teacher to create exams, assessments, and quizzes, as well as many other means of
student assessment.
Supporting student activities including meetings, breakout rooms, exams and assignments, and a wide
variety of other collaborative work.
Other tools such as attendance reporting and student tracking.
Zoom Webinar allows professional level webinars to be organised and held. Integration with Eventbright,
PayPal and other platforms is possible. Live streaming through Zoom Webinar on Facebook and YouTube
is also possible.
Zoom facilitates communication channels and discussion forums. This also includes direct messaging, realtime chats, audio-video conferencing, and various reactions using emoji.
Blackboard login screen
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Blackboard example of home screen when logged in

Once the student or teacher logs into Blackboard the screen above will be seen. This is the home screen which
shows announcements, ‘help’ for a variety of problems, and there may also be a link to staff or student hubs. The
Blackboard home screen will also show any courses the student or teacher is registered to take.
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3. Functionalities supporting blended learning
Blackboard has a large variety of functionality which supports blended learning. This is now discussed in the
following sub-sections.

3.1.

Supporting Professional Engagement

Blackboard supports professional engagement in a wide variety of ways. The interface and multiple other tools
clearly show the modules and the material available to the student. As can be seen from the figure below,
Blackboard has a clean and clear interface which links to the modules and a variety of other useful services for the
student. These include links to download the mobile app, a link to the Google search engine, past paper
repositories, library services, a test course for teachers, and links to staff and student hubs.
Zoom home page for staff and students
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3.2.

Supporting Digital Resources

Blackboard also supports a wide variety of digital resources for teaching and learning. This is mainly in the form of
the dashboard for each module as shown in the figure below.
Blackboard digital ‘Dashboard’ for each module

The dashboard gives links specific for each module for assessments, learning resources, and help. The link to
‘learning resources’ is shown below where it can be seen there is a variety of material for instructions on how to
use MS Project including links to documents that can be downloaded. There is also a link to a folder containing
lecture slides and other materials for that particular module.
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3.3.

Supporting Teaching & Learning

Blackboard is also effective at supporting teaching, learning and assessment.
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The figure above shows how Blackboard manages ‘Evaluation’, ‘Grade Cerntre’, and ‘Users & Groups’. This is
where the teacher can correct assessments submitted through Blackboard. Marking management is facilitated as
it can be easily seen what ‘needs marking’ and what is fully corrected and marked. In addition, a plug-in is available
for TurnItIn which is a widely used plagiarism checker. HEIs using Blackboard reported they used these features
extensively.
In addition, HEIs reported that the ‘course tools’ section of Blackboard was used extensively and this is where
many of the most popular plug-ins were to be found - e.g. Blackboard Collaborate Ultra, TurnItIn - as well as other
rubrics and the ability to send email directly to students.

Overall, although the platform was widely used Blackboard did have its critics amongst the HEIs we spoke with as
part of this research. Some thought the platform was too big and unwieldy, whilst others stated the platform was
expensive, proprietary, and required a high level of technical expertise to setup and maintain. Despite this, almost
all HEIs expressed the belief that Blackboard was invaluable as a collaborative teaching, learning and assessment
tool, and that it helped them teach and assess their students more effectively.

4. Tutorial Video and PowerPoint slides
The ACADIGIA resources for Blackboard are available on the website here.
A wide range of resources are available to support the use of Blackboard. These include the Blackboard website
and Blackboard help forums.

